
Coaches reports to BOD: 
 
Number of kids in water 

 Novice program 63 

 Competitive program 51 

Swimmer behavior issues? ( ones that you need BOD to get involved in as 
behavior is not changing) 

 None of note. 
 

Progress news of last month with swimmers 
 Kings – Swimmers during the month of June will be spending a week on each stroke before their 

summer break. 

 Dream – Dream swimmers (though smaller in numbers) continue to be consistent through the summer 
and are making a big push to improve stroke technique, starts, and turns. 

 Believe / Achieve / Perform – Again (smaller in number) continue to make progress, and given the wide 
variety of skills, goals, and abilities (which can be challenging) the group seems to mesh well. 

 
Any staff conflicts or news on wanting to add someone to the deck? 

 None of note coaching staff seem to have a good handle on the material. 

 Met with coach Dana this week to do a coach evaluation.  Things I feel she does well are being 
knowledgeable, dependable, and trustworthy as well as consistently delivering quality practices.  
Where I feel she may need growth is on is taking the base of knowledge she has and figuring out ways 
to simplify that information so that younger swimmers can best understand and utilize it for 
development.  Dana seemed open to feedback and had some good insights going into the fall, she is 
still discussing wanted her pay to be moved back to $25 / hour and is not sure about increasing the 
number of hours of work she is doing in the fall, which would help understand her desire for additional 
staff to cover. 

 
What do you need from the BOD? 

 Continued support in developing objectives for our next season. 
 

What is on the Horizon for the next month? Schedule changes, meets etc.  

 Summer champs July 22-24 

 Senior zones July 26-30 


